Aeskulapion is a word derived from the name of Aesculapius, the Greek god of medicine and healing. Aesculapius was honored and worshipped throughout the Greek world by persons seeking the healing powers of the physician. Temples were erected in honor of Aesculapius near healing springs or high mountains. Those who worshipped him were known as Aesculapae. Therefore, the temples in his honor were known as Aeskulapiions.

In the ancient city of Memphis, on the Nile River, there was a temple where people went for worship and for care. In our own city of Memphis, on the Mississippi River, people come to our Asklepieion for healing and care.

Bill Robinson, 
Vice Chancellor Emeritus, Student Affairs

If you've ever wondered where our yearbook got it's name - Asklepieion - you can thank the man pictured above. Vice Chancellor Emeritus, Student Affairs, Bill Robinson is retired now, but you still may see him on campus occasionally or at commencement (although he claims the December 2007 commencement was his last). You'll definitely feel his presence each time you walk into the William C. Robinson Student Recreation Center (the building with the gym and the pool if you've never noticed the lettering on the outside wall.) This photo of Bill was taken in 1998 at the dedication of the naming of the Recreation Center in his honor. During Bill's long career he was a tireless advocate for the entire student body.
Growing into the future...

Asklepion 2008

2008 saw one of the longest, coolest, wettest springs in Memphis history. This boon to the beautiful Yoshino Cherry Trees on the opposite page kept students mostly indoors and wearing jackets well into May. However, a few days did dawn warmly. Dental student Sarah McCoy took advantage of one such day in early March to get in some studying in the sun on the patio between the SAC and the Fitness Center.
The search for a permanent Chancellor was suspended this year. Then the interim tag was removed from the title of Chancellor Hershel P. "Pat" Wall, M.D., (left), meaning his brand of steady, experienced leadership will continue for some time to come. At the same time, Ken Brown, JD, Ph.D., (center) became Executive Vice Chancellor, dropping the interim label attached to that job description. Ken also remains Chief of Staff. Later, William R. Frey, Ph.D. (right) was appointed Dean of the College of Allied Health Sciences and yet another interim designation was done away with.

UTHSC always turns out in droves for the annual Heartwalk which launches from AutoZone Park. At left, College of Nursing DNP student Kymberly Van Every poses with her child, one of our youngest heartwalkers. While below, campus photographer, Thurman Hobson, tries to get the walkers arranged for an official photograph.

Kathy Gibbs (left) who, as Director of SASS has helped many a Health Science Center student with their grades, celebrated at the Cannon Center in December '07 as her daughter, Jaycie Lynn Music, was awarded a degree in Health Informatics and Information Management.

Not enough gets said about the UTHSC grounds crew. Here they plant pink petunias beside the SAC. On an urban, concrete campus, they bring color everywhere they go as we grow into the future.

Above, the new Student Game Room in the basement of the SAC provides a momentary hiatus from studying. While below, the new coffee kiosk in the GEB helps keep these students alert for their next lecture.

The long awaited Pharmacy Building finally broke ground in Dec. '07 on the UT-Baptist Research Park Campus where the old Baptist Hospital once stood.

The more things change... The May commencement was moved to the FedExForum last year and the new venue served just fine. Old traditions die hard, though, as these dental grade demonstrated graduates continued love for Silly String.
Van Morris
Medicine
Nic Pierce
Nursing
Carol White
Pharmacy
Ashley Mitchem
Social Work
Dr. Cheryl Scheid
Vice Chancellor for Academic, Faculty and Student Affairs, SGAEC Advisor

Council Accomplishments
- worked with administrators to provide students 24-hour card access to many of the educational buildings on the UTHSC campus.
- coordinated two blood drives which collected 156 units of blood and registered 191 new donors.
- initiated a disaster relief supplies drive for our colleagues at Union University in Jackson, TN.
- participated in several holiday food collection drives for the underserved communities in Memphis.
- planned the first campus wide Zion Cemetery Cleanup Workday, which brought members of all colleges together for the purpose of restoring a local historical and cultural landmark.
- reemphasized recycling on campus, culminating in the placement of paper receptacles in all on-campus offices and computer labs.
- allocated funding for new technology and multimedia stations in the campus library.
- contributed financial resources to SASS in order to build study cars and to increase its library and computing capabilities.
- designated the largest single financial contribution ever to the Student Recreation Center for new exercise and weight equipment.
- organized campus-wide computing initiatives which pushed for the completion of the GEB wireless network, encouraged the procurement of additional server space in order to improve podcasting capabilities, and participated in decisions about new computing facilities and infrastructure at UTHSC.
- oversaw the completion of the student game room in the lower level of the SAC.
- secured a commitment from campus administration to replace the lighting on Did's Field.
- emphasized the financial aid system to streamline processing for students and to alleviate problems in a more efficient way.
- communicated the needs of UTHSC students to the President of the University of Tennessee and other system-wide leadership at annual University Student Council meetings and presented student concerns to the University of Tennessee trustees on the trustee weekend held in Memphis in conjunction with the UT vs. Memphis basketball game.
- served on search committees for the UTHSC Chancellor and Assistant Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs positions, as well as RFP evaluation committees for the bookstore and food service at UTHSC.
- worked with administrators to provide students 24-hour card access to many of the educational buildings on the UTHSC campus.
- coordinated two blood drives which collected 156 units of blood and registered 191 new donors.
- initiated a disaster relief supplies drive for our colleagues at Union University in Jackson, TN.
- participated in several holiday food collection drives for the underserved communities in Memphis.
- planned the first campus-wide Zion Cemetery Cleanup Workday, which brought members of all colleges together for the purpose of restoring a local historical and cultural landmark.
- reemphasized recycling on campus, culminating in the placement of paper receptacles in all on-campus offices and computer labs.
- allocated funding for new technology and multimedia stations in the campus library.
- contributed financial resources to SASS in order to build study cars and to increase its library and computing capabilities.
- designated the largest single financial contribution ever to the Student Recreation Center for new exercise and weight equipment.
- organized campus-wide computing initiatives which pushed for the completion of the GEB wireless network, encouraged the procurement of additional server space in order to improve podcasting capabilities, and participated in decisions about new computing facilities and infrastructure at UTHSC.
- oversaw the completion of the student game room in the lower level of the SAC.
- secured a commitment from campus administration to replace the lighting on Did's Field.
- emphasized the financial aid system to streamline processing for students and to alleviate problems in a more efficient way.
- communicated the needs of UTHSC students to the President of the University of Tennessee and other system-wide leadership at annual University Student Council meetings and presented student concerns to the University of Tennessee trustees on the trustee weekend held in Memphis in conjunction with the UT vs. Memphis basketball game.
- served on search committees for the UTHSC Chancellor and Assistant Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs positions, as well as RFP evaluation committees for the bookstore and food service at UTHSC.

SGAEC President Paul Tennant outlined students' needs for members of the Board of Trustees in February, as they made an on-campus inspection.

The SGAEC once again sponsored blood drives with Lifeblood and our student body gave more than a respectable showing.

(From left) President Paul Tennant and Medicine Rep. Yan Morris discuss their next assignment during Match Day at the Pink Palace. Other items of conversation might have included Paul's wife (and Yan's sister) Sarah, pictured at right.

Chancellor Wall (far left) meets frequently with the Council. Here he discusses an issue with (from left) Alyssa Bolen, Vice Chancellor Scheid, C.J. Holmes and Van Morris. By virtue of his being President of the Black Student Association, C.J. is an ex-officio member of, and outstanding contributor to, the SGAEC.

The new student game room opened in March at the SAC. Attending the ribbon cutting were from left: Rob Gumb, Van Morris, Ashley Mitchem, April Cheung, Paul Tennant, Alyssa Bolen and Kirk Hevener. Kirk was SGAEC President in 2005-06 and April was President in 2006-07. Each put in many hours working on the project which finally came to fruition this year.
(Opposite page, counterclockwise from top) Allied Health Staff: Jacque Barnes, Chair, Carla Mercer, Lyn Scott (Cytotechnology), April Karwa, Kristina Kosman (Dental Hygiene 08), Anna Marie Harwell (Dental Hygiene 09), Sarah Jarvis (Occupational Therapy 08), Ashley Chamberlain, Julie Beale (Occupational Therapy 09), Shari Butler, Jennifer Chartier (Occupational Therapy 10), Morgan Mills (Physical Therapy 08) and Tamika Gutzmore (Physical Therapy 10).

(This page, clockwise from top) The rest of the Staff, Dentistry: Kristen Reed, Cynthia Dominessay, Chair, Kate Bodford, Graduate Health, Rebecca Glaat, Medicine, Munika Sharma, Elena Paulus, Jennifer Szeto, Chair, Van Pham, Nursing, Melissa Sisko, Pharmacy, Sarah Bradley, Brandy Farmer, Megan Riddle, Megan McCullough and Social Work, Ashley Mitchem.

Elena, Kate, Cynthia, Lyn, Megan and Megan go over yearbooks of past years to get ideas for this year’s effort.
5 O’clock Friday continues to be one of the most popular social gatherings sponsored by the SGAEC Entertainment Committee. It is a way for all UTHSC students to relax after a hard week of studies. Another purpose is for students from the various colleges to actually mingle with one another.

The student lounge in the SAC has turned into a favorite place to study. Above, these Nursing students show just how many notebooks one table can hold, while below, these Pharmacy students take a more relaxed approach on one of the many couches.

With a little help... At left, a final primp before the graduation picture. At right, the ceremony requires that someone get the cap on straight.

Health is a priority at the Health Science Center. Pharmacy students provide free flu shots to faculty, staff and students each year.

Getting into school is almost as difficult as school itself. Here M1s navigate the orientation paper trail.

Even before classes start, the P1s take a CPR course. Here, P2 Tiffany Holder (right) watches the technique of these P1s.
You scream, we scream, we all scream for ice cream!
The SGAEC Entertainment Committee sponsored two Ice Cream Socials this school year:
Scary Sundaes on Halloween '07 and Sweetheart Sundaes on Valentine's Day '08
...as they say, "A good time was had by all!"

We've heard that Very Berry Strawberry makes studying go so much easier.

The lines were long but the ice cream tubs were plentiful.

Only the finest servers for our students. (From left) Dan Houlden, Director of Student Life and Campus Recreation, Melaina Whitley, P1 of the Entertainment Committee, Dr. Cheryl Scheid, Vice Chancellor and SGAEC Advisor, Jeremy Gratton, Intramural Coordinator, and Emily Barnes of Student Life.

It's the toppings that make the Sundaes.

After a tough day serving, Carol White, SGAEC Pharmacy rep. relaxes with a friend and some Cookies-N-Cream.

Entertainment Committee members from Allied Health (from left) Katy Scammarthorn, Patchz Holland and Brooke Ward helped serve.

The briefest of breaks from the lab.
SGAEC President Paul Tennant had the honor of throwing out the first pitch. Here he leaves the mound with the Redbirds catcher after his moment in the spotlight.

Some say the all-you-can-eat Rendezvous buffet detracts from the game.

Root, root, root for the home team. If they don't win it's a shame...

Corky's, the Park, games and friends. Throw in a nice day and it's a hard combination to beat.
In 1980, the Imhotep Society became an officially recognized organization on campus, for the purpose of honoring students, faculty, staff and alumni who have significantly contributed to student life and student process at UTHSC. It was recognized that many student leaders, in performing their functions and assignments, may have sacrificed high academic accomplishments and thus did not receive recognition through those organizations which traditionally honor students for high academic achievement. While the principle objective of the Imhotep Society is to reward and recognize student leadership and service on campus, a secondary goal is to inspire students to continue leadership and service roles as alumni of the University.

Allied Health
Kristen Bailey
April Cheung
Brian P. Collins
Jill Elizabeth Davis
Lucrella Davis
Emily Elrod
Robert D. Gumb
Michelle Hunt
Jennifer McDaniel
Mohanan
Carla Mercer
Abigail Mills
Morgan Mills
Lori R. Pigg
Krisyal R. Triplett
Beth Woolsey

Dentistry
Lale D. Adams
Curis J. Holmes
Hunter T. McCord

Medicine
Van Morris
Crystal Averaese Smith
Paul Tannant
Eliis Marie Young

Pharmacy
Monica M. Carneshan
Shanell A. Gethers
Heicy R. Hardin
Jodi L. Leke
Jeff Lewis
LaCrestra Skilern
Margaret M.S. Thomson

Social Work
Sara J. Crescent

Nursing
Patricia R. Keene
Aaron Ray Ketcher
Corey Werson Smith

Excellence in Teaching Awards

Each year the Student Government Association Executive Council (SGAEC) presents its Excellence in Teaching Awards at the Spring Banquet. Instructors are nominated for the award by students in the various colleges. Winners are then selected by the college student governments. Each college can select two winners except Social Work which selects one. The winners receive recognition at the banquet, a plaque and a $2500 stipend. Instructors may not win two years in a row. The SGAEC representative from the relevant college presents the award.

Some of the 06-07 Imhotep inductees pose with Dr. Cheryl Scheid, Vice Chancellor for Academic, Faculty, and Student Affairs (standing, 6th from left) at the Annual SGAEC/Faculty Senate Awards Banquet on May 7, 2007.

Executive Vice Chancellor and Chief of Staff Ken Brown, JD, PhD, was the recipient of the 2007 Imhotep award signifying outstanding service to students. April Cheung, 06-07 SGAEC President presents the award to Dr. Brown at the awards banquet.

Pictured receiving their awards are (clockwise from upper left) Barbara Da-Bray-Benstein, Ph.D., Allied Health; Russell A. Wicks, D.D.S., Dentistry; Stephen L. Foster, PharmD, Pharmacy; Muthiah P. Muthiah, M.D., Medicine; and Shelley J. White-Means, Ph.D., Graduate Health.

The SGAEC Excellence in Teaching Award Winners for 2006-2007, with the SGAEC Representative in parenthesis, are:

Allied Health Sciences (Lisa Emerson)
Judy K. Cliff
Barbara L. Dubray-Benstein, Ph.D.

Dentistry (Ryan Hanny)
Kenneth M. Anderson, D.D.S.
Russell A. Wicks, D.D.S.

Graduate Health Sciences (Relaca Ghatti)
Shelley J. White-Means, Ph.D.
Frank A. Dillman, Ph.D.

Graduate Health Sciences (Relaca Ghatti)
Shelley J. White-Means, Ph.D.
Frank A. Dillman, Ph.D.

Medicine (Tiffany Baldi)
Ra Keith Ellis, M.D.
Muthiah P. Muthiah, M.D.

Nursing (Pat Keen)
Jacqueline Burcham, D.N.Sc.
Cheryl C. Stegbauer, Ph.D.

Pharmacy (Stephanie Baker)
Stephan L. Foster, PharmD, Andrea R. Franks, PharmD.

Social Work (Sara Croce)
Gregory Washington, Ph.D.

Congratulations to one and all!
The Office of Campus Recreation is the focal point for recreational opportunities at the UTHSC. Physical activity plays a vital role in the development and the maintenance of a healthy, well-adjusted individual. Our diverse programs in Fitness & Wellness, Instructional Programs, and Intramural Sports help us provide participants with lifelong activities to help individuals in their quest to enjoy life to its fullest.

The Instructional Program of Campus Recreation provides opportunities for students, faculty, and staff to participate in common activities around the world. Our goal is to provide an enjoyable and worthwhile experience with indoor activities. These skills can be transferred to our personal lives giving you the ability to dance, overcome fears, and become more active in a variety of activities.

The feverish, swirling beat of Zumba was the latest fitness craze on campus.
Intramural Sports

The mission of the Intramural Sports Program is to provide our students, faculty, staff, and their spouses with a variety of recreational opportunities in team, dual, and individual sports. The program exists to help students relieve stress, interact with students from other classes, get exercise, and introduce students to lifetime recreational activities.

Fitness & Wellness

The Fitness and Wellness Program of Campus Recreation offers many opportunities to enhance your personal health and wellness. Programs are designed to assist you in a variety of wellness-related topics including healthy eating, cardiovascular exercise, strength training, weight, stress, time management and personal health issues.
The Mission of the University

The Health Science Center aims to improve human health through education, research, clinical care and public service. The UT Health Science Center campuses include colleges of Allied Health Sciences, Dentistry, Graduate Health Sciences, Medicine, Nursing and Pharmacy. Patient care, professional education and research are carried out at hospitals and other clinical sites across Tennessee. Endowed professorships, Research Centers of Excellence, and continuing relationships with research and healthcare facilities across Tennessee ensure that both basic science and applied research stay focused on contemporary health topics.
Student Alumni Center
Jo Boddie and Lynn Ivy.

GEB Staff

Cashier's Office
(Front row, from left) Shirley Morman, Byron Porter, Gwen Campbell, Brenda Show, Troya Polk, Felicia Christian.

University Center Store
(Front row, from left) Robin Ferrell, Legis Watters, Sandra Boone, Mary Sundridge, Clara Talisferro. (Back row, from left) Olivia Thompson, Brenda Robertson, Jonas Barnes, Manager, Floyd Neal.

Copy Connection
Rita Justice.

Library Faculty and Staff
Computer Lab
(From left) Claudia Johnson, IT Lab Manager; Chris Jones, student worker. (Inset from top) Student workers Juliette Sandifer and Joe Zaky.

Student Housing
(Standing, from left) Marie Ekridge, Charles Carpenter; Lisa Bell (seated) Jorri Floyd, Director.

Catering and Dining Services
(From left) Sonny Smith, Richard Cheaves, Nikki Alexander, Barbara Whitney, Jessie Rodgers, Vanessa Robinson, Chad Alexander and Eric Funk, Director.

CAMPUS POLICE and PARKING SERVICES

Lue Idas Walls-Upchurch
Chief

Mary Askew
Business Manager

Reno Greganti
Deputy Chief

Beverly Avis
Sergeant, Specialist

Talton Ballard
Sergeant

Bruce Holden
Lieutenant

Charles Gutelius
Inspector

Thaddeus Johnson
Captain

Wanda Thompson
Key Control

Nefertoria Harris
Instructor

Maribey Knolls
Parking

Talton Ballard
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Bruce Holden
Lieutenant

Charles Gutelius
Inspector

Mary Askew
Business Manager

Reno Greganti
Deputy Chief

Beverly Avis
Sergeant, Specialist

Talton Ballard
Sergeant

Bruce Holden
Lieutenant

Charles Gutelius
Inspector

Nefertoria Harris
Instructor

Wanda Thompson
Key Control

Maribey Knolls
Parking
Growing into the future...

Looking east down Madison Avenue, blooming Yoshino Cherry Trees frame the GEB.
College of Allied Health Sciences

Diane Wyatt, Assistant Dean (above) and Kimberly Griffin, Medical Administrative Assistant (below).

William R. Frey, Ph.D. Dean

Elaine Stegman

FACULTY

Dr. Barbara DuBray-Benstein, Program Director Leonard L. Broom Keisha Brooke

Cytotechnology

Medical Technology

Sherry Gooch, Assistant to the Dean (above) and Debra Spence, Administrative Services Assistant (below).

Recruitment Coordinator and Dental Hygiene Faculty

Health Informatics and Information Management

Seth Bowman, Chair
Mary McCain
Rebecca Reynolds
Dr. David Rosenblat
Marci Shuey

Dental Hygiene

Dr. Cassandra Ballard, Interim Program Director
Dr. Katherine McCollum
Alicia Fitzhugh
Dr. Ken Hopkins
Felicia Jackson
Andrea Johansen

Elena Reed-Morgan
Scheiller Sridhar
Elizabeth Thomas
Cara Watt
April Williams
Dr. Nancy Williams

Not Pictured:
Carol Adair
Marcus Lewis

Dr. Ann Nolen, Chair
Rosemary Ratonski
Academic Field Coordinator
Dr. Lawrence Faulkner
Susan McDonald
Anita Mitchell
Dr. Syra Iqbal

Not Pictured:
Lisa Teckell

Dr. Barbara Cassidy, Chair
Dr. Susan Appleby
Dr. Judy Clifford
Ann Coleman
Dr. Richard Kasser
Dr. Carol Likens

Dr. Rudi Malvany
Jan Rose
Dr. Pamela Rozine
Mitzi Zeno
Dr. Audrey Zucker-Lewis

Not Pictured:
Judy Ramirez del Arca

Allied Health Sciences
Working Together...

We are proud to recognize these 2007 inductees into the Alpha Eta Society:

Dental Hygiene:
Joy Granger, Kari Smothers, April Williams

HIM:
Jamie Glen, Danielle W. Gossett, Neal Coke

Med Tech:
Lee Ann Gatewood, Jordan Gray

Occupational Therapy:
Heather Dirks, Kimberly Padawar, Julissa Ross

Physical Therapy:
Erin Ebelhar, Marie Hatten, Natalie Klevan, JoAnn Igharas

For the Future

To left: Allied Health students volunteering at Union University clean up in Jackson, TN after February tornado damage. From left: Kathryn Barry, Shannon Mcclor, Lynley Branton, Stacy Palmer, Casey Cannon, Brittany Bryson, Jenna Shetton, Ross Rhyt, Jessica Walker, Adam Pellow, Wade Ralkey, Adam Pignon, and Jesus Romero.

To left: Keep your eye on the prize. Last year's Allied Health Student Government Council President, Lisa Emerson, is all smiles at May's graduation at the FedExForum.

Middle: Allied Health Faculty and Students at the Heart Walk.

Above: April Cheung was awarded the ASAH National Scholarship of Excellence. Presented by Dr. Ann Nolan and Dean Frey.

To left: To Jett Keep your eye on the prize. Last year's Allied Health Student Government Council President, Lisa Emerson, is all smiles at May's graduation at the FedExForum.

To left: Allied Health students serving ice cream for fellow students at the Ice Cream Social. From left: Katy Beannmehorn, Palmer, Holland and Brooks Ward.

To left: UTHSC Masters of Occupational Therapy students from Chattanooga attended the Possibilities Luncheon for Siskin Hospital. Pictured: Samantha Bridges, Aislinn Chamberlain, Jennifer Charlier, Heather Compton, Melissa Graham, Mckea Papson, Rebecca Petrowa, Chuck Toner and Susan McDonald.
Master of Cytopathology Practice
CLASS OF 2008

Robert Gamb
President

Natasha Jones
Vice President

Carla Mercer
Honor Council Representative

Kristina Atwood
Honor Council Alternate

Lavetrice Steele
Community Service Representative

Gwen Phaneuf
Community Service Representative

Kristina Atwood
Lavetrice Steele
Gwen Phaneuf
Honor Council
Alternate
Community Service
Community Service
Representative
Representative

GOOD LUCK
GRADS

Robert Gamb
President

Natasha Jones
Vice President

Carla Mercer
Honor Council Representative

Kristina Atwood
Honor Council Alternate

Lavetrice Steele
Community Service Representative

Gwen Phaneuf
Community Service Representative

Kristina Atwood
Lavetrice Steele
Gwen Phaneuf
Honor Council
Alternate
Community Service
Community Service
Representative
Representative

健康信息学和信息管理学(健康管理学)管理学类2008级

Shannon Hein
Amett May
Alexis Powell
Monica Wiggins
Kendra Williams
Emily Worrell

Alenia Scott
President

Johnathan Lake
Vice President

Keysha Ray
Secretary/Treasurer

Robert Gamb
Director

Michael Wiggins
Social Club Representative

Rehanne Parsa
Honor Council Representative

Anessa Brooken
Community Service Representative
Dental Hygiene Class of 2009

The Class Officers for the Dental Hygiene Class of 2009
(Top from Left) Anna Marie Harvell, Kimberly Baugh, Christy Foster, Stacy Magispoc, Sarah Toungett, Caroline McDaniel, Elizabeth Diffee
(Bottom from Left) Hilawit Gebreselassie, Blair Leppert, Kareshia Suttle

Kimberly Baugh
Brittany Bryson
Latoya Butler
Ashley Buyer
Elizabeth Diffee
Carla Dunn

RaeAnn Dunn
Shelly Fols
Christy Foster
Hilawit Gebreselassie
Kristen Griffin
Anna Marie Harvell

Cameron Huffman
Jamie Hughes
Tiffany Johns
Ashley Johnson
Cassie Jones
Blair Leppert

Brandi Loeffel
Mindy Long
Stacy Magispoc
Sarah Martin
Lyndsie Mayfield
Caroline McDaniel

Ashley Sands
Amy Stevenson
Karesha Suttle
Sarah Toungett

Master of Dental Hygiene

Claudia Boed
Darme Chadbourn
Sarah Clark
Staci Fournier
June Haefelson
Chery Hillman
Shannon Hurt

June Maddox
Christy Mow
Vicki Potter
Amanda Richardson
Shell Strick
Kimberly Whorton
Medical Technology Class of 2008

Master of Clinical Laboratory Sciences

Jennifer Griffith  Jennifer Smith  Kimberly A. Terrell  Krystal R. Triplett  (Not Pictured) Kelly N. Frazier

Bachelor of Medical Technology

Daniel Bender  Jonathan D. Hardy  Alicia James  Balkachew Tagele

Medical Technology Class of 2009

Levi Bailey  Jackson Roberts  Heiner Jeremy Clark  Joseph Davis  Kametricia Derrick  Songa Harris

Sue Hong  Jovan McCracken  Ngu Ngoc  Nguyen Kezmir Nolan  Phat Pich  Katie Recker

Christopher Smith  Mikela Smith  Ashley Tiller  Macal Tuggle  April Wilson

Allied Health Sciences - Medical Technology
Master of Occupational Therapy
Class of 2008

Rodrick Anderson
Krisen Bailey
Donna Bahazor
Mandi Burke
April Chawng

Lucricia Davis
Elizabeth Dwight
Amber Ellis
Emily Ellis
Ketrima Grubb

Sarah Hervia
Emily Cosner
Shannon McClain
Jennifer McMahan
Nathalie Pierce

Lora Figg
Kendra Russell
Will Shelton
Kerra Taylor
Tim Taylor

Shay Vaughn
Sam Wolfe
Shaquita Wright

Good luck!
Master of Occupational Therapy Class of 2009
Master of Occupational Therapy
Class of 2010

The Occupational Therapy classes are now comprised of students at the UT Memphis campus and students at the UT Chattanooga campus.

Look at us, showing off what we've learned.

Just another typical day for the Chattanooga group: goofing off, going to lunch, and working on a project!
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
CLASS OF 2008

Stephanie Adamson
Allen Bible
Jeremy Bradford
Stephaine Brown
Andrea Bulfe
Beth Batter

Julie Callicott
Andrew Chaffens
Kim Edwards
Paxton Edwards
Tyler Green
Sophie Hanafee

Tanara Hoffman
Hannah Hooven
Ariel Fena
Elizabeth Jones
Clayton Jones
Stephanie Jones

Wendy Labrador
Audrey McCraw
Cassie McDonald
Sam McGuffie
Morgan Mills
Julie Moffett

Wendy Rhea
Shannon Reuse
Robert Saunders
Ambroson Smith
Carroll Show
Amanda Smith

Jackie Smith
Drew Tucker
Cassie Whaley
Jennifer Winchester
Jessica Winterburn
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
CLASS OF 2009

Alessi Adams
Jacque Barnes
Shayan Barrios
Erin Bower
Rachel Brown
Justin Callis
Laura Davison
Jill Davis
Milton Dickerson
Stephanie Dillon
Katherine Draper
Wesley Duckworth
Beno Guidorz
Mary Ann Hooser
Angie Isaac
Andy Jain
Jennifer Jeu
Laura Jeu
Stephanie Labeila
Melissa Lambert
Brad Langley
Kristina Lasocki
Joey Lyons
Caroline Marsh
Emma McAlexander
Morgan Montgomery
Charly Mostert
Logan Owens
Landon Puck
Lauren Parsons
Ginny Perkins
Jordan Richardson
Danny Roberts
Jodi Beth Roberts
Isaac Spencer
Shalijo Serradeo
Kate Stevens
Holly Sweet
Kyle Terry
Jennifer Thomas
Jen Thomas
Cynthia Thomson
Diana Waring
Gina Wiggins
Laura Wilson
Rachel Wilson
Hannah Wood
Cherrey Woodard
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY - CLASS OF 2010

Leah Andrews  
Laura Ashbridge  
Laura Barday  
Kathryn Barry  
Rebecca Lassinagel  
April Beals  
Andrew Boice  
Ashleigh Bingham  
Lindsay Benton  
Casey Cannon  
Nick Chadma  
Shannon Casby  
Courtney Dayzga  
Kait Evans  
Laura Marie, Fedde  
Ross Flynt  
Katie Freeman  
Kylie Garrison  
Kimberly Geyer  
Stephanie Genuario  
Kristen Gurne  
Tamika Gaither  
Adam Hazzon  
Elizabeth Hirst  
Scott Holmes  
Jessica Johnson  
Jessica Ke  
Kimberly Lancaster  
Doug Landrums  
Kate Lassandrello  
Kyle Markway  
Kaney Masom  
Laura McCallister  
Virginia McFarland  
Chase McFar  
Shannon McVea  
Stacy Myers  
Nora Neeckart  
Adam Pagonis  
Allie Potts  
Keshia Powell  
Adam Pulliam  
Wade Rainey  
Jesse Romero  
Jenna Schrader  
Jord Schottle  
Jennifer Scott  
Kerri Shewman  
(President) Matthew Smith  
Mary Tolley  
Courtney Wechsler  
Jessica Willks  
Brandy Whalen  
Kory White  
Rachael Wright  

Allied Health Sciences - Physical Therapy
Growing into the future...

Looking east down Madison Avenue, blooming Yoshino Cherry Trees frame the GEB.
Dr. Russell Gilpatrick

Dr. Gilpatrick began his tenure at the UTHSC - College of Dentistry in 1988, as an Associate Professor in the Department of General Dentistry. Some of his positions include Chair of the Department of General Dentistry, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, and the Executive Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. In July 2003, Dr. Gilpatrick was appointed Professor and fourteenth Dean of the UTHSC - College of Dentistry. After serving as dean for four years, he retired from the University in August of 2007.

While at Tennessee, he was often recognized by UTHSC students, having been awarded 12 student and alumni awards during his 20-year tenure at the university, including two Excellence in Teaching Awards and the Outstanding Teacher of the College of Dentistry Award, sponsored by the University of Tennessee National Alumni Association. While serving as Dean of the College of Dentistry, Dr. Gilpatrick worked to create a student-friendly learning environment. He would always make a priority to be in attendance at many of the student planned events.

Before his retirement, he was recruited to help develop a new dental program at Midwestern University, College of Medicine in Glendale, Arizona where he became the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. We wish Dr. Gilpatrick the best of luck in all of his future endeavors.

Mark Paters, D.D.S., Ph.D.
Interim Dean
and Associate Dean of Academic Affairs

Wisdom Coleman, Ph.D.
Associate Dean of Admissions and Student Affairs

Lyoyd George, D.D.S.
Associate Dean of Clinical Affairs
Orthodontics
Chair - James Vaden, DDS, MS
David Bell, DDS, Jere Crenshaw, DDS, David Crowther, DDS, Cheryl DevWood, DDS, Martin Grimes, DDS, Edward Harris, MA, PhD, William Parris, DDS, James Powell, DDS, Quinton Robinson, DDS, Walter Sandusky, DDS, Joe Wasson, DDS, Tommy Whited, DDS, Richard Williams, DDS, Jere Yates, DDS, Preston Miller, DDS, James McDaniel DDS, Daniel Merwin, DDS, Taylor McGuire, DDS, Amy Carver, Kim Lee, Melanie Saucier

Pediatric Dentistry & Community Oral Health
Chair - Sanford Fenton, DDS, MDS
Thomas Fields, DDS, MPH, Mark Scarbecz, MS, PhD, Kenneth Currath, DDS, Alka Cohen, DDS, Martin Donaldson, DDS, Carlton Horbelt, DDS, Billy McCann, DDS, Vernon Pennington, DDS, David Redmond, DDS, Mehdi Sadeghi, DDS, Harry Sharp, DDS, Ann Smith, DDS, David Redmond, DDS, Sandra Grissom, Linda Luster, Georgetta Rambert, Glenda Rhea

Periodontology
Chair - Paul Bland, DDS
Sidney Stein, DDS, PhD, Pradeep Adatrow, DDS, Les Binkley, DDS, Brenda Fowler, DDS, Hiram Fry, DDS, Mitchel Godat, DDS, James Higson, DDS, Jim Kimmelman, DDS, Swati Rawal, BDS, MDS, Bref Schmidt, DDS, Jacob Shiloah, DMD, David Tipton, DDS, PhD, Jeffrey Wingo, DDS, Betty Turner, Emma Yates, Lafuana Woods

Dental Research Center
Chair & Associate Dean - Mustafa Dabbous, MS, PhD
Jegdish Babu, BS, MS, PhD, Waldemar DeRijk, DDS, MS, PhD, Michael Pabst, BS, PhD, Edwin Thomas, MS, PhD, David Tipton, DDS, PhD, Kellie Williams, Geraldine Moore, Lena Haney

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
Chair - Lawrence Weeda, DDS, MS
Jimmy Albright, DDS, Harry Baddour, DDS, Richard Dixon, DDS, Nello Garoll, DDS, Gordon Gruen, DDS, Marcus Hopkins, DDS, Bruce McCullar, DDS, Lawrence McRae, DDS, Richard Meekins, DDS, Daniel Reaves, DDS, Carl Sebesch, DDS, Barrett Sexton, DDS, Robert Smith, DDS, Rosval Staples, DDS, Darren Williams, DDS, Michael Williams, DDS, Trent Wilson, DDS, Taylor McGuire, DDS, MS, FRCD(C), Beatrice Davis, Mamie Gray, Carolyn Ivy, Lavonne Wright, Candace Robinson

Restorative Dentistry
Chair - Russell Wicks, DDS

Biologic and Diagnostic Sciences
Chair - Van Himmel, DDS
College of Dentistry
Student Government Association

2007-2008 Executive Officers
President: John Overton
President-Elect: Kate Bodford
Secretary: Daniel Holinger
Treasurer: Hunter McComb
Editor: Kevin Kennedy

The Annual G.V. Black Tie Formal held @ the Memphis Zoo this year

Back to School Night @ T.J. Mulligans

The College of Dentistry Student Government Association, or CDGSA, serves as the collective voice of the students and functions as the local dental student government. It represents the dental college student body to the administration and faculty, dental profession, and the Memphis community.

CDGSA serves as a forum for students from each dental class to work together to promote changes for the betterment of the College.
ASDA
American Student Dental Association

The American Student Dental Association is a national student-run organization which promotes and advances the rights, interests, and welfare of students pursuing careers in dentistry. It represents students with a unified voice and provides information, education, advocacy, and services. The association initiates lifelong involvement in organized dentistry and promotes change for the betterment of the profession.

ADEA
American Dental Education Association

2007-2008 Officers
President - Brian Weis
President Elect - Scott Curson
Vice President - Preston McCary
Treasurer - Kevin Cuthrope
Secretary - Galee Cosby
Webmaster - Neal Brill
Lunch-n-Learn - Kelli Van Housten

Class Reps
D1 - Austin Roberts, Zach Lister
D2 - Tygert Vill
D3 - Bonita Jones
D4 - Lee Tucker Heinn
DPH - Latasha Butler
OH1 - Amber Dalton

The first annual Casino Night benefiting St. Jude Children's Hospital

Casino Night '08

The Deserts - a.k.a. UTSCD faculty

SNDA
Student National Dental Association

Officers
President - Camille Tabor
Vice President - Tiffany Lovelace
Treasurer - Shernae Davis
Secretary - Linda Dhali
D-Rep - Tammara Bell
D-Rep - Eliza Dickey
DP-Rep - Charles Allen
DP-Rep - Jodi Alfsworthy
Community Service - Addie Fanklyn
Fundraiser - Victoria Rice, Rachel Clay
BAA Rep - Mike Sanford
Parliamentarian - Rebec Woods

Dr. Covington running the roulette table
Class of 2011

Mecca Abdulllah
Amanda Adams
Dominique Askew
Amy Battefield
Melinda Bartlett
Jeffrey Battles
John Boling
Sarah Bowen
John Branch
Joseph Brown
Angela Barris
Rebecca Cashide
Preston Carter
Clint Connor
Adam Creek
James Davenport
Zachary Dixon
Daniel Dunaway
Daniel Edwards
Valentine Ebreeche
Phillip Faustette

Nina Ferrell
Robert Ferrell
Casandra Foster
David Foster
Ashlin Franklin
Michael Gamblin
Kari Gano

Emily Grizzle
Jennifer Hall
Megan Hamblen
Hayley Harrell
Madeira Hatcher
Denise Hicks
Nathaniel Hill

Matthew Hillis
Raymond Holmes
Lipuch Bo
Glenn Jones III
Andrew Kim
Jordan Kimrey
Zachary Legan

Nico LeMaitre
Phillip Marshall
Jeffrey Mathews
Rebecca Mayall
Ashley McDonald
Patton Milow
Prudence Moli

Kathryn Newman
Casey Owen
Sarah Tate
Melody Pendleton
Gerrit Prete
Justin Peet
Ryan Pryor

Matthew Radant
Leslie Ringgold
Austin Roberts
Jacob Sandlin
James Seaton
Joseph Sharon
Jennifer Simmons

Nathan Sims
Cheri Spivey
Joe Stallworth
Bradley Stewart
Kathryn Summers
Diana Tadros
Matthew Teale

Hunter Thomas
Ryan Thomas
Candace Thompson
Matthew Tillman
Lauren Trickey
Vance Tutor
Jonathan Uhles

Jesse Welsh
Robert Wolman

Dentistry
A day in the life of a dental student [D3 / D4]

FAMILY
Growing into the future...

Looking east down Madison Avenue. Blooming Yoshino Cherry Trees frame the GEB.
College of Graduate Health Sciences

The Administration of the College of Graduate Health Sciences
(Seated, from left) Don Thomason, PhD, Associate Dean for Student Affairs, Ed Schneider, PhD, Interim Dean, David Armbruster, PhD, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. (Standing, from left) Janie Van Proojen, Administrative Aide, Isaac D. Donkor, PhD, Associate Dean for Health Career Programs, Becky Brown, Assistant Dean for Administration, and Patsy Campbell, Administrative Services Assistant.

Student Organizations

Graduate Student Executive Committee

Other organizations with the College of Graduate Health Sciences include:

Black Graduate Student Association
International Student Association
International Film Club
Molecular Sciences

Abdel-Rahman, Yasser Mohamed
Blackwell, Cory
Fuzailih, Saleh
Jansen, Valerie
Matheny, Elizabeth
Mire, Chad
Sarva, Siva T.

Not Pictured:
Liao, Nan
Shanmuganath, Karthik

Pharmaceutical Science

Bedli, Somu
Brown, Joshua
Chen, Li
Dongqiang, Michael
Doss, Hari Raghuram
Gupte, Remuna
Hevener, Kirk
Kannon, Vinayugam
Li, Feng
Ma, Fei
Marmous, Faby
Panakanti, Ravikiran
Potharanju, Suresh
Scarborough, Jerrod
Sharma, Horrick
Vadday, Pavun
Wang, Zhao
Xiao, Chaoju
Zeng, Kui
Zhang, Fani
Zhang, Quyi
Zeng, Yi
Zhao, Yingji
Zhu, Rui
Zhu, Lin

Nursing

Adebulo, Titilola
Carter-Templeton, Heather
Chisholm, Elizabeth
Cuppies, Connie K.
Day, Sara Williamson
Dowling, Dian
Evans, Brenda
Evans, Cecile
Garth, Katy
Hall, Heather
Henry-Okafor, Queen
Oluagbele, Mandrell
Rebula, Belinda
Marley, Dana
McLaughlin, Rosemary
Nwokoji, Stella
Owen-Williams, ribbon
Patterson, Ramona
Robinson, Bridget
Kowser, Mayala
Umberger, Reba
Vanderhoof, Dawn
Williams, Sandra Henley

Not Pictured:
Byers, Dina Jo
Lane, Robert
Lee, Shirley/Mary-Ann
Morrice, Todd
Sultecke, Nina Katherine
Toellet, Jerathen

Physiology

Duja, Samira
Elias, Eve Carolyn

Health Outcomes and Policy Research

E., Shuyu
Integrated Program of Biomedical Science (IPBS)

Abd El-Samid, Hosam
Abdelrhaww, Nouran F.
Ayers, Katherine Ann
Barker, Elizabeth
Baughman, Brigid
Jefferson-Bole, Alyssa
Bryant, Jeri
Carter, Elizabeth Shuy
Chapman, Amanda
Cheng, Jojun
Clinton, Shown
Crosner, Kevin
Das Gupta, Neeta Sandeep
Davis, Stephanie
Decoupe, Michael
Dhillon, Erika
Dua, Susa
Dasgupta, Mitzi
Darwedi, Nishant
Elmahdy, Mohamed
Filipski, Kelly
Gao, Peng
Glatt, April Rebecca
Hallett, Miranda
Hayes, Abbie
Iyer, Kuntik
Jain, Sumit
Jang, Haeun
Jerome, Jason
Jones, Emira
Kreuger, Rosa
Lattimer, Scott
Lei, Feng
Liu, Xin
Liu, Zhiyong
Mada, Chikezie
Miller, Christopher
Morgan, Jessica
Nagubadi Attia, Rainy Raufat
Nakasuamur, Satish
Narayanas, Damodaran
Nemeth, Katie
Oyetani, Adetolu
Praneetra, Himabinda
Perickal, Rhonda
Pereira, Ethel
Phillipps, Julie
Richardson, Melk
Rogowski, Emily
Roy, Snigdha
Sagatia, Jennifer
Singh, Harpreet
Spence, Margaret
Steigelman, Katherine
Sullivan, Tim
Tabibbhoy, Aasai
Tabibbhoy, Sameer
Timmer, Kristin
Toleman, Tara
Tokuhara, Ryoko
Vasicek, Erin
Vavser, Geneva
Walker, Robert
Zancolla, John
Zhang, Chi
Zhang, Feng
Zhu, Gui

Interdisciplinary Program (ID)

Brockwell, Christy B.
Kayes, Timothy
Lamba, Vishal
Lancaster, Cynthia
Lin, Wei
Podgorski, Michael
Shin, Jia
Wanick, Keith
Zhang, Ji

Not Pictured:
Chowdhury, Farid
Good, Veronica
Elbeedy, Ali Husain Salah
Fisher, John Charles
Shih, Erin
Our Graduates

A note about our graduates. Due to the varying times of completion for graduate students, it is very difficult to maintain accurate graduation pictures for the yearbook. Therefore, we have included a list of names in the event their picture was run in a previous year, or not until the next issue. We hope this aids the accuracy of our graduation section.

2007 May GHS Grads

Doctor of Philosophy
Mark Appleford
Stephanie Carol Berry-Nance
Himanshu Bhattacharjee
Kun Cheng
Desmarie Jackson DeCuir
Hassan Saleh Hajjhussein
Sandra Luberrata Holmes
Jayaprakash Kotha
Maria Gerald Rajan Natarajan
Soundarapandian
Steve Biko Otieno
Prabodh Sadana
Jufang Shan
Yang Zong

Master of Dental Science
Nicole Frances Besu
Frederick Jerome Burr
William Max Couch Jr.
Audrey Marie Selectman
Robert Andrew Turner
Bristol Marie Williams

Master of Science
Soujanya Genesh
Christina Lynn Rush

Master of Science (Project)
Christy Marie Wilson
Janice Ann Zawaski

2007 December GHS Grads

Doctor of Philosophy
Fei Cao
Tyson Dow Chappell
Murali Krishna Divi
Shi Jin
Wei Liu
Annapoorna Mary
Kevlin Lee Marrs
Roman Melnyk
Ioana Moisini
Karthik Kumar Kavasampattu
Shanmuganatham
Lisa E. Tang
Patricia Kellie Turner
Marie van der Merwe
Fan Wang
Alina Nico West
Chaoju Xiao
Xiaohu Xie
Lei Yang
Xianghong Yang
Zhaoyang Ye
Raghunandan Yendapally

Master of Science
Mohammad Reza Shouri
Jin Xu

Master of Science (Project)
Matthew Jay Clemens
Scott Christopher Russell
Sizhong Zhang

Meet Me After Class..
Growing into the future...

Looking east down Madison Avenue. Blooming Yoshino Cherry Trees frame the GEB.
Above, all smiles. Right, phoning home.

The Pink Palace hosted Match Day on March 20 this year. It was the first day of spring and it turned out sunny and beautiful.

The art of suturing requires patience and dexterity.

Celebrating a great match!

The CoM was well represented at the BSA Talent Show in February. Robin Atkinson (left) sang from the heart, while (above) this group of M2s dazzled the crowd with their smokey, funky presentation.

MSEC continues with its public service clean up project at Zion Cemetery, one of the oldest African-American cemeteries in the South.

The second year students throw a great party at the Caduceus Ball, honoring the graduating fourth years and the faculty.

Medicine
Biomedical Sciences
Course Directors

Arthur Geller, Ph.D.
Molecular Basis of Disease

Mel Park, Ph.D.
Gross Anatomy

Edward Schneider, Ph.D.
Physiology

William Pulsinelli, M.D.
Neurosciences

Patrick Ryan, Ph.D.
Microbiology

Charles Hander, M.D.
Pathology

Laurie Spraberry, M.D.
Pathophysiology

Trevor Sweetman, Ph.D.
Pharmacology

Stephanie Cossi, M.D.
Prevention, Caregiving, and Culture

Gail Berman, M.D.
Debating, Recognizing, Signs and Symptoms

Anatomy & Neurobiology
Chair: William E. Armstrong, Ph.D.

Molecular Sciences
Chair: Gerald I. Byrne, Ph.D.
Departments and Chairs

Anesthesiology
Chair: John Zanella, Jr., M.D., Ph.D.

Family Medicine
Chair: David L. Maness, DO, MSS, FAAFP

Human Values and Ethics
Chair: Terrence Ackerman, Ph.D.

Internal Medicine
Chair: Lacey Smith, M.D.

Neurology
Chair: William A. Pulsinelli, M.D., Ph.D.

Neurosurgery
Chair: Jon H. Robertson, M.D.
Departments and Chairs

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Chair: Veronika T. Mallett, M.D.

Ophthalmology
Chair: Barret G. Haik, M.D.

Otolaryngology
Chair: Jerome Thompson, M.D.
Departments and Chairs

Pediatrics
Chair: Russell W. Chesney, M.D.

Preventive Medicine
Chair: Grant W. Somes, Ph.D.

Psychiatry
Chair: James P. Greene, M.D., Co-chair: Kenneth M. Sakauye, M.D.

Radiology
Chair: Barry E. Gerald, M.D.

Surgery
Chair: Timothy Fabian, M.D.

Urology
Chair: Robert W. Wake, M.D.
University of Tennessee College of Medicine Chattanooga
Bending the Art and Science of Medicine

David Seaberg, M.D.
Dean

The UT College of Medicine Chattanooga, in affiliation with its primary training site, Erlanger Health System, is the region's recognized leader in medical education and health care. Our mission is to provide quality medical education, patient care, research, and community service.

Late Summer 2008 was a time of great change for the College of Medicine Chattanooga. A new name was named for the campus: David C. Seaberg, M.D., CPE, FACEP. Dr. David Seaberg has brought vision, enthusiasm, and synergy to the University, initiating several changes during his first year:

- Creation of the position of Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Designated Institutional Officer (Robert C. Fore, EdD, FACME).
- Assumed system-wide responsibility for Continuing Medical Education.
- Established an annual Department Chairs Retreat.
- Creation of the Office of Research, including a Scientific Review Committee and Research Advisory Council.
- Facilitated increase administrative support staff, including a Research/Technical Writer and Business Assistant.
- Established a statistical consult service for residents and faculty to encourage research activities.
- Renovation of medical student apartments.
- Renovation of teaching facilities (Probasco Auditorium and the West Wing 6 Conference room).
- Renovation of the main resident call area within Erlanger.
- Expansion of training in the Surgical Skills Laboratory including a Simulation Center.
- Began a Resident and Faculty Development Lecture Series to augment general competency topics covered in the Institutional Core Curriculum and to provide additional faculty development opportunities across the campus.
- Redesign of the campus website.
- Each year approximately 100 medical students participate in clinical clerkships and electives in Chattanooga. The College of Medicine Chattanooga sponsors a total of 11 accredited residencies and fellowship programs and two non-accreditation fellowships. The Graduate Medical Education Programs in Chattanooga involved 149 residents and fellows in 2007-2008.
- The College of Medicine Chattanooga received notification in February 2008 that the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education and its Emergency Medicine Residency Review Committee had granted Initial Accreditation for an Emergency Medicine Residency Program based at the Erlanger Baroness Campus. The first class of EM residents will begin training in July 2008. The three year program will consist of six residents at each level, a total of eighteen residents when the program reaches maturity.
- Also, the Surgery Residency Review Committee granted Initial Accreditation for a Vascular Surgery Fellowship to begin July 2008. The program is a two year fellowship with one fellow at each level. In June 2008, the Department of Medicine will submit an accreditation application for a new Hospice/Palliative Care Fellowship. The first fellow will begin July 2008 and official accreditation is expected in January 2009.
College of Medicine
Class of 2008

Class Officers: (left) Gus Mealor, MSEC rep; Kathleen Wilb, VP of Academic Affairs; Andrea Forpiglia, MSEC rep; Paul Tennant, President; Van Morris, MSEC President; Miridula Watt, MSEC rep
Not pictured: Kerry Lavigne, MSEC rep; Jason Pittman, BSS rep; Sarah Stinnett, CSS rep; Alicia Allen, VP of Student Affairs; Amy Hess, VP of Student Affairs; Satyaan Vasdi, VP of Academic Affairs; Michael Yatsula, social chair; Jack Lambert, social chair; Nathan DeWitt, AIMS rep; Erin McBride, AIMS rep
Professionalism committee: Audrey Page, Lucy Koykendall, Elisha McCoy
Honor Council: Caleb Trent, President; Jessica Hammond; Jon Hayes; Veronica Ahmadian

Bassem Abazid  Abdullah Abdulllah  George Adams  Josh Adams  Veronica Allen

David Allen  Cina Ali  Alicia Allen  Shawn Allen  Bruce Alvord

Robert Craven  Nathan Creel  Jill Darford  Brad Davis  Megan DeWitt

Nathan DeWitt  Jeremy Draper  Allison Dunlaye  Daniel Dunman  Dara Eckerle Mize
Not pictured:
Reem Awwad, Tom Beasley, Thomas Burress, Samim Enayat, John Goings, David Hersig, Boya Li, Joseph Makres, William Mays, Rodney Paullis, James Thomas
This Is How We Do It

Men in black, the other version.

Girls just wanna have fun! (and so do the boys)

Freetime? What Freetime?

Hard at work

Model behavior

Asleep or awake, we work to perfect the art of procrastination.

The party animal

The rockstars

Give a little love.

Show a little muscle.
Showin' Off

Shady business
Dressed up and ready to party!

Our orange-blooded brothers

We must not cease from exploration, and the end of all of our exploring will be to arrive where we began and know the place for the first time.
T.S. Eliot

We Do It With Style.

The Casual.
The Stylish.
And the ones who do it the right.

Every man's dream
Good times, good friends

What can brown do for you?

Up to no good?

Doctors of the future:
We look, we listen.
And we give back.
We Go Together Like...

Yesterday is but today's memory, and tomorrow is today's dream.

Kahlil Gibran

Forever and Ever.

Alpha Omega Alpha
HONOR MEDICAL SOCIETY
Beta Chapter
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Alpha Omega Alpha is the only national honor society in the world. Its reason for being can be expressed in a phrase: to recognize and perpetuate excellence in the medical profession. As stated in the society's constitution, "Alpha Omega Alpha is organized for educational purposes exclusively and not for profit, and its aims shall be the promotion of scholarship and research in medical schools, the encouragement of a high standard of character and conduct among medical students and graduates, and the recognition of high attainment in medical science, practice, and related fields." AOA elects outstanding medical students, graduates, alumni, faculty, and honorary members to its ranks. The society's key is designed after the Manubrium Sterni. The letters AOA, engraved on the key, represent not only the name of the honor society, but the essential words in its motto:

ΑΈις ύφελειν τούς ολγούντας
"To be worthy to serve the suffering"

Class of 2008 AOA inductees

David Algea
Kevin Arnold
Reem Awrub
Tyler Cannon
Lauren Cooper
Kristen Fernandez
Daniel Fowler
Kayla Goodwin
Allison Gratzer
Jessica Hammell
Jonathan Hayes
Rose Hiner
Juli Jackson
Jack Lambert
Kerry Lavigne
Michael Lazarowicz
Seth Means
Van Morris
Amir Paydar
Jace Perkerson
Matthew Roberts
Brad Rogers
Bigbesh Satpathy
Cason Shirley
Paul Tennant
Mridula Watt
The class officers are (first row, from left) Kay Habenicht, Social Chair; Carrie Holloway, VP of Student Affairs; Stephanie Grissom, Treasurer; Brian Sabbe, VP of Student Affairs; Priya Sahu, MSEC Rep; Jacyln Bergeman, MSEC.

2nd Row (left to right) Patrick Selph, Honor Council; BSS Rep; Prentice Bowman, Honor Council; Kevin Lutel, Intramural Coordinator; Zachariash Koverby, President; Evan Dunn, VP of Academic Affairs; Erin Stover, Professionalism Committee; Monica Lynch, MSEC Rep; AIMS; Taylor Whaley, Professionalism Committee.
Lessons in Life...
Work hard,

Play hard.
Our class officers are (bottom row, from left), Colbin Rainey (social chair), Rebecca Guess (professionalism), Tina Cupp (VP of student affairs), Gina Raymond (social chair), Float Temayokpari (technology director), Christy Simpson (professionalism), Curtis Gaylord (MSEC), Barry Pelz (honors council). (middle row, from left), Joanna Blankner (VP of academic affairs), Michael Badour (VP of student affairs), Zachary Corr (VP of academic affairs), Jennifer Sega (secretary), Brooke Warren (MSEC), Berston Prikanes (MSEC), Chris Conner (honors council). Eric Meek (VP of podcasts). (top row, from left), Tom Stickle (honors council), Larry O'Malley (VP of notes), Jonathan Berger (AIMS), Lesley Starmus (honors council), Donald Reese (AIMS), Jessica Hicks (VP of notes), Alkesh Amin (MSEC), Steven Schulenberg (intramural), Al Amin (treasurer), Brian Bogdonowicz (president). Not pictured: Danielle Barnard (iCASA), Ajan Dirghangi (professionalism, CLAO), Kate Frederick (webmaster)
Micro, Neuro, Path,

celebs in the house?
getting married- it's the thing to do.

preppy boys posing for a picture
celebrate good times, come on!

Pharm, PAPH...

it's football time!

the guys sportin' new styles

surprise!!

birthdays- good reason to celebrate

cheering on the UT VOLS against the UGA bulldogs

all dressed up!

in good company

cute couples

students by day...characters by night

post-assessment de-stressing

having fun as MZ's

enjoyin' Paint Nite at the Sassoor

guys at the Christmas Spectacular

can't forget about Ole Miss

not sleeping in the morning after block 2 exam- volunteering instead

medical missions in Brasil

Good times with good friends

Secret Santa
We weren't all work

not at school- don't let the lockers fool you.

lovely ladies in the loft
carving pumpkins
cheerful

sittin' and smilin'
fellowship
three peas in a pod

not exactly courtside, but tons of fun

Halloween 2007-success

we're going Outback tonight!
water! powerade!

out and about on the town

operating to prepare for the GR

lookin' good
cut on the patio

almost halfway done with med school
friends- not just classmates

yummy pina colada cake

costumes galore
two amigos

big group shot in Africa

waving at the fair

whale watching off the coast in Ecuador

photobomb

everyone smile!
say cheese!
College of Medicine
Class of 2011

The ML Class Officers are (front row, from left): Steven Doctria (Secretary), Sarah Milan (MSCC), Kelly Skidmore (Social Chair), Doug Wells (President), and Derrick Green (AIMS Regional Vice-Chair). (Second row, from left) Patrick Davis (President), Tierra Fajlly (MSCC), Greg Farhat (VP of Student Affairs), Natasha Rusting (Honor Council), Kay Thompson (Professionalism Chair), Megan Ferraro (MSCC), and Annalise Brown (Vice-President). (Back row, from left) Grant Gallimore (Honor Council), Ben Oberman (Honor Council), Bryan King (Tit Nite), and Carina Ciupka (AIMS Rep). Not pictured: Jonathan Crowder (Tech Director), Joanna Kast (Tech Director), Neha Kodkar (VP of Academic Affairs), Heather Head-Day (Treasurer of N peers), Chris Brown (Social Chair), Tommy Chowdhury (Internal Coordinator), Lee Ball (Blackboard webmaster), Jonathan Sherrod (MSCC), Ryan Swiderman (MSCC), Jacqueline Majors (Professionalism Chair), Adam Miltana (Professionalism Chair), and John Williams (AIMS Science Rep).

Adelmo Adeniyi
Christopher Ahlens
Timothy Almond
Kamal Akhshay
Sven Allen
Daniele Anderson
Scott Arendt
William Arnett
Maggie Atkins
David Baren
Lee Bell
Phillip Bell
Natalie Best
Brad Black
Justin Blinn
Suzanne Brown
Gabriel Bristly-Sofron
Chris Bruno
Jocelyn Bryant
Paul Bryant
Jason Buckner

Elizabeth Campbell
David Cargian
Jianxi Cai
Jeffrey Caugman
Daniel Christman
Matthew Chen
Michelle Chi
Kevin Colders
Thomas Claudianos
Maryamah Chamia
Ross Clendinin
Eric Cohen
Erik Collinn
Brittany Cook
Candice Cooley
Seb Cooper
Nathan Copeland
Alex Cremers
Jennifer Crowder
Melissa Crowder
Jessica Cummings

Bill Dubbs
Kat Dubbs
Patrick Davis
Ross Dinkine
Streety Doman
Meghan Dougherty
Ryan Dougherty
Kefi Du
Seth Dohn
Angie Erdman
Stevens Elekcho
Stacys Emerson
Megan Emery
Ghaisam Fastor
Christine Freid
Brittany Frisen
Brian Fulfer
Radha Gajjar
Grant Gallimore
Lindsey George
Tracy Gibson
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M1s, we study hard...

...to party hard!
Medical Student Executive Council

Class of 2008
Paul Tennant (President)
Gus Mealer
Andrea Porpiglia
Kerry Sharpe
Mrdula Watt

Class of 2009
Zachariah Overby (President)
David Holt
Monica Lynch
Priya Saha
Ryan Peterson

Class of 2010
Brian Bogdanowicz (President)
Akesh Amin
Curtis Gaylord
Benton Pitkanen
Brooke Warren

Class of 2011
Patrick Davis (President)
Sarah Milam
Travis Pagliara
Jonathan Sherrod
Ryan Smitherman

Organizational Representatives
AMA - Bryan England
AMSA - Donald Reese
AOO - Reem Awwad
AIMS - Erin McBride
CIAO - Houston Bonynman
FMSA - Megan Dewitt
MS4C - Claire Watkins
SNMA - Mansa Semenya
SSS - Christy Simpson
Phi Chi - Kathleen Wild

Biomedical Sciences Subcommittee
Van Morris - President
David Holt - Vice President

Biomedical Sciences Subcommittee
Jason Pittman
Patrick Selph
Danielle Barnard
Barton Williams

Clinical Sciences Subcommittee
Sarah Stinnett
Jaclyn Bergeron
Jason Susong
Annie Gill

Committee on Undergraduate Medical Education

Organization of Student Representatives
Carley O'Shea
Michael McNeely
Kristen Fernandez
Matt Zak

PCE Liaison
DRSS Liaison

Committee on Undergraduate Medical Education
Student Organizations

Honor Council
First row: Natasha Rushing, Lesley Starnes (Secretary), Maryanne Chumpia. Second row: Grant Gallimore, Jon Hayes, Caleb Trent (President), Veronica Arce, Kat Wells. Third row: Ben Oberman, Chris Connors, Tom Stickle, Barry Pelz, Patrick Selph (Vice President). Not pictured: Jessica Hammett, Prentice Bowman, Wes Angel.

AMA
Bryan England
MSEC Representative

AMSA
Donald Reese
MSEC Representative

Student National Medical Association
SNMA members at the 2008 SNMA conference held in NYC in Spring 2008.

AOO
Reem Awwad
MSEC Representative

AIMS
Erin McBride
MSEC Representative
Student Organizations

Phi Chi
Medical Fraternity
Alpha Beta Chapter

Student Surgical Society

Houston Bonnymann
MSEC Representative

FMSA

Megan DeWitt
MSEC Representative

Class of 2008
Chin Xi
Alicia Allen
Shawn Allen
Terri Auice
Michael Buckett
Albert Chesner
Robert Cohn
Shane DeWitt
Jackson Draper
David Ehsani
Sarah Eicholtz
Verdick Emerson
John Fisher
Carla Givens
Amy Hens
Kim Hiner
Jennifer Kennedy
Richard LaRue, Jr.
Michael Lazarniciz
Jeff Miskey
Mejstro Natera
Jon Nelson
Nicholas Newsom
Avery Taylor
Gregory Phelps, Jr.
Sean Pittman
Drew Sanders
Rihoosh Sagarbhy
Terry Shupe
Jason Sinning
Rosa Srinivasan
Paul Trentman
Andrew Tipton
Bryan Vankoski
Brendan Vaziri
Lisa Wheeler
Matthew Will
Eric Wilson
Davon York
Class of 2009
Sunny Ann, Angel
David Benner
Traci Bowman
Katherine Broström
Angelas Choi
Kelly Cunningham
Kamal Damani
Tom Dachk Liemphai
George DelHoff III
Carly Drews
Michelle Elashebo
Katie Gentry III
Kendra Gupta
Alexis Habenschick
Class of 2010
Elizabeth Hinds
David Holt III
Holly Ivy
Jennifer King
Laura Beth Miller
Manish Patel
Nick Patel
Katie Privesky
Fielding Randolph
Lane Rankin
Kody Taylor
Eric Weirich
Taylor Whaley
Demond White
Nathan Wilks
Geralyn Williams
Matthew Zak
Class of 2010
Jacob Acton
Robie Atkinson
Leslie Austin
Anna Barron
Jonathan Berger
Brad Belkis
Jonathan Boone
Jason Bozon
Stephanie Bradshaw
Anna Chandler
Chris Conner
Deanna Gardenthire
David Graham
Rebecca Guest
Tina Gupta
Jennifer Hargis
Jessica Hicks
Kelli Hines
Neal Kraus
Darshan Naik
Raj Odash
Bryan Payne
Colin Rainey
Gina Raymond
Lauren Ritchey
Vikram Singh
Juliette Sandifer
Narain Sivar
Andrea Stallsmith
Matthew Stedmon
Tom Stickle, Jr.
Jennifer Szeto
Loyntak Temayakarn
Lesley Wallace
Andrew Woolfordridge
Katherine Zeigler
Class of 2011
Danielle Anderson
Scott Arnett
Jason Backner
Daniel Chatham
Thomas Christianson
Brittany Cook
Seth Cooper
John Copeland
Patrick Davis
Raven Elsiebo
Brian Fuller
Grant Gallimore
Lindsey Hartwell
DeAnna Hendren
Bradley Jaspeith
Ben Johnson
Neha Kekkar
Lindsey Lams
Jessica Lante
Justin Marlar
Sarah Milam
Travis Pagliaro
Joshua Parlaman
Trey Pegram
Jennifer Poole
Justin Reed
Adorokwo Salau-Okelje
Ali-Reza Shari-Atfshar
Christopher Shaw
Ryan Sheeherman
Michael Ulm
Brian Wakefield
Jeremy Walker
Timothy Walls
Douglas Wellons
John Williams
Adam Wright
Growing into the future...

Looking east down Madison Avenue.
Blooming Yoshino Cherry Trees frame the GEB.
At the National SNA Conference (right) one of our many service projects.
2008 — Student Government Association

Courtney Langston
Vice President

Nicholas Pierce
President

Carolina Goodman
Secretary/Treasurer

Kathleen Behnke
Honor Council President

Blake Jeffries
Nursing Student Asst. Prig. Chairperson

Option Representatives

Katy Meinbresse
BSN

Brandy Moates
DNP

Mary-Kathryn Vesconto
MSN

Class of 2008

Mentha Ballard
Janet Campbell
Jauna Castro-Cabrera
Betty Carther
Jodi Cresler
Jill Cunningham

Darlene Duraby
Diane Elbers-Kinley
Boye Ellington
Monica Espinosa
Cowan George
Donna Gill

Michael Greene
Matthew Hadley
Jennifer Hanley
Todd Harlan
Michelle Hickerson
Brenda Hutchins

Joanne Jackson
Terese Judge-Ellis
Kimika Kent
Carol Kummer
Betty Lang
Karen Lessart

Julie Leot
Carol Matthews
Laura Melaro
Angelia Mertis
Lara Neisland
Kendra Nolan

Delisha Pennington
Diana Patterson
Gary Ramsey
Tracy Robertson
Tracy Saddler
Debbie St. Germain

Jane Thayer
Debra Walker
Sylvia Watts
Mandy Wright

Not Pictured:
Laura Bonanno
Lyene Boydard
Deborah Brauett
Bonnie Freedland
Vickie Jordan
Dave Lame
Johnny Wyatt
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Growing into the future...

Looking east down Madison Avenue. Blooming Yoshino Cherry Trees frame the GEB.
College of Pharmacy

Dr. Dick R. Gourley
Dean

Dr. James C. Eoff
Executive Associate Dean

Dr. Glen E. Farr
Associate Dean for Continuing Education and East Tennessee

Dr. David K. Solomon
Associate Dean for Veterans Administration and Hospital Affairs

Dr. George C. Wood
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs

Administration

Bobby Thomas
Assistant Dean

Jeff Bogue
Director for Development and Alumni Affairs

Karin Ingram
Executive Assistant

Dr. Stephanie Phelps
Vice Chair for Professional Experiential Program

Carol Smith
Administrative Aide

Wanda Patrick
Senior Administrative Service Assistant
Allen Sullivan
Stephanie Tapp
Erika Trin
Andrew Tubb
Jett Tumney

Lauren Tumney
Jennifer Fowle
David Valentine
Amy Vickery
Michael Williford

Matthew Williams
Franklin Wilson
Jennifer Wilson
April Wise
Andrew Woods

Andrew Wyatt
Rebekah Yates
Nix Zhao

December 2007 Graduates
Dionne Beamon
Clifford Broughton
Andre Cooper
Oby Okafor
Alexis Summerville

University of Tennessee
College of
Pharmacy

This Class Good-Bye
Kiss This Class Good-Bye

Congratulations Graduates!

They're going to start paying us?
College of Pharmacy
Class of 2009

P3 Class Officers Memphis
(First row, from left) Regina Gibb, Intramural Chair; Tracy Bonsby McDowd, Treasurer; Candace Caperton, Class Counselor; Corey Callaway, President; Marnie Hendley, PSCA Representative; Jocelyn Johnson, Webmaster. (Second row, from left) Travis Farmer, Intramural Chair; Jennifer Poveto, Honor Council; Heather Reesman, Social Chair; Alison Hightower, Social Chair; Carla Stagg, Vice President; Amanda Depp, PSCA Representative; Cedric Purcell, Honor Council. Not pictured: Rebecca Loyan, Secretary; Reena Chauki, Honor Council; Jeremy Jenkins, Honor Council; Rebecca Chilam, Honor Council.

P3 Class Officers Knoxville
(First row, from left) Tina Lee Webmaster, Sarah Sam, PSCA, Bat Patich Intramural Chair, Tiffany Haynes Honor Council, Anna Kirby Class Counselor. (Second row, from left) Clint Melton Intramural Chair, Jeremy Felix President, Sarah Myracle Secretary, Christina Eldred Vice President, Patrick Nicholas Honor Council, Travis Fleming Social Chair, Nick Patterson PSCA. (Not pictured) Anna Long, Treasurer.
College of Pharmacy
Class of 2010

P2 Class Officers Memphis

(Front row, from left) Seth McCannick (Intramural Chair), Bhavika Patel (PSGA Representative) and Jon Lee (The Janitor - Webcam), Morgan Weaver (Vice-President), Blair Miller (Secretary) and Brandon Willingham (President). (Not pictured) Sam Young (Treasurer), Will Griffith (PSGA Representative), Mary Claire Massey (Class Counselor), Danielle Maxwell (Social Chair), Lindsey Thompson (Intramural Chair), Marcia Calhoun (Honor Council), Ernest Hughes (Honor Council), Manu Ingor (Honor Council) and Jala Underwood (Honor Council).

John Adams
Daniel Adcock
Cameron Agha
Faith Alexander
Christopher Askins
Dari Arast
Jeffrey Baldwin
Courtney Ball
Connie Baker
Alexandra Barnett
Alan Barrett
John Bayard
Keith Beckman
Sharon Beckman
Sasha Bedwell
Julie Bennett
Aubrey Berkley
Andrew Bernard
Seth Billingsby
Tiffany Bird
Sara Blusa
Christina Boone
Calé Boyd
Todd Bradfield
Kacey Brackenhurst
James Beards
Anthony Brown
Danielle Bryan

Marca Calhoun
Sarah Campenove
Josh Caracozza
Alaya Carter
Valencia Carter
Paula Carstens
Melissa Chan
Ajay Chauhan
Jennifer Chang
Brenda Colley
Kate Cohen
Jessica Cole
Carla Coleman
Jodie Cooney
Christopher Crockett
Melodie Crompton
Kimberly Crowder
Carly Cummings
Rachel Day
David Dixon
Kyle Dixon
Brittany Dow
Kimberly Dunagan
Kristen Ebert
Natasha Elicone
Benjamin Fisher
Dale Fisher
Laura Fitzgerald
Joshua Fleming
Kate Godard
Kimberly Graham
Misty Gray-Willett
Ella Gruen
Michael Griffin
Terry Griffith
Kendall Grizzell
Rachel Haggard
Ennet Hagen
Patricie Hall
Andy Hargrave
Sara Henderson
Michael Heath
Chebea Herron
David Hill
Whitney Bluxom
Hung Hoang
April Hodges
Tiffany Holder
Christa Holm
Adam Hoover
Daniel Hooper
Makamae Hoadley
Brandon Howard
Lara Huddleston
Anandra Ingram
Angela Inman
Rachel Jernigan
Andy Johnston
Carol Jones
Jarrod Keller
Kyla Keller
Daniel Key
Crystal King
The University of Tennessee College of Pharmacy promotes academic excellence and leadership among its students. There are two national honor societies that recognize those students who excel in these areas. Rho Chi sponsors an annual book sale, study skills workshop, and provides tutoring. Phi Lambda Sigma actively participates in interview days and Pharmacy Weekend.
Academy of Student Pharmacists

ASP Chairs Knoxville
(Front row, from left) Rose Kostrowa, Kendra Roller, Courtney Strong, Lisa Pelletier. (Second row, from left) Kara Goddard, Brittany Dove, Ngoc Le, Miranda Lane, Stephanie Surber. (Third row, from left) Stephen Craig, TJ Hodgson, Patrick Nichols, Jennifer Kolwyck, Anna Kirby, Bill Jones.

Knoxville ASP EC 2007
(Front row, from left) Alice Simpson VP Membership, Kimberly Daraschin VP Fundraising, Susan Pullow VP Operations. (Second row, from left) Misty Gray-Winnet Executive VP-Elect. Dr. Andrea Franks Advisor, Tiffany Haynes VP Patient Care, Elizabeth Beach Executive VP.

ASP Chairs and Vice-Chairs 2007-2008 Memphis
Student National Pharmaceutical Association

SNPhA Knoxville
(From left) Kimberly Graham, Social Chair; Bijal Patel, Community Service Chair.

SNPhA Executive Officers

SNPhA Members
Kappa Psi

Kappa Psi Executive Officers
Memphis

Front Row, left to right: Tiffany Bird, Webmaster; Leslie Stewart, Vice Regent; Jon Maxwell, Regent; Dale Fisher, Vice Regent. Second Row, left to right: Krystin Entz, Secretary; Robert Brown, Alumni Liaison; Jon La
caw, Vice Regent; Dale Fisher, Vice Regent. Third Row, left to right: Phillip Lee, Pledge Class Officer; Jessica Lee, Pledge Class Officer; Carmen Smith, Pledge Class Officer; Seth McCormick, Social Chair; April Hodden, Historian; Ryan Woodson, Pledge Class Officer; Dave Dixon. Not Pictured: Rachel Haggard, Service Chair; Crystal King, Service Chair; Andy Johnston, Social Chair; Jesse Lott, Sergeant-at-Arms.

Kappa Psi

Kappa Psi Members, from previous page

Continued Next Page

Kappa Psi

Kappa Psi Executive Officers
Memphis

Front Row, left to right: Tiffany Bird, Webmaster; Leslie Stewart, Vice Regent; Jon Maxwell, Regent; Dale Fisher, Vice Regent. Second Row, left to right: Krystin Entz, Secretary; Robert Brown, Alumni Liaison; Jon La
caw, Vice Regent; Dale Fisher, Vice Regent. Third Row, left to right: Phillip Lee, Pledge Class Officer; Jessica Lee, Pledge Class Officer; Carmen Smith, Pledge Class Officer; Seth McCormick, Social Chair; April Hodden, Historian; Ryan Woodson, Pledge Class Officer; Dave Dixon. Not Pictured: Rachel Haggard, Service Chair; Crystal King, Service Chair; Andy Johnston, Social Chair; Jesse Lott, Sergeant-at-Arms.
Phi Delta Chi

Knoxville Executive Committee (Front Row, from left) Kacy Bennett, Mary Jackson, Scott Burton, Cory Kim, Alona Logan, David Young, Alex Card, Alex Conley, Emily Noyes. (Middle Row, from left) Jeanna Moore, Lacy Harrell, Zach Rooks, Jocelyn Edmonds, Alex Card, Alona Logan, David Young, Alex Conley, Emily Noyes. (Back Row, from left) Jessica Bourgeois, Rachel Rodgers, Alana Johnson, Kacy Bennett, Mary Jackson, Scott Burton, Cory Kim, Alona Logan, David Young, Alex Card, Alex Conley, Emily Noyes.

Members Class of 2023: Elisabeth Abbe, Breanna Miller, Katelyn Mobley, Madeline Shipley, Alysia Harris, Kaci Waters, Molly Hufnagel, Morgan Price, Sarah Robertson, Jordan Martin, Grace Wilson, Taylor Conley, Alexandra Jackson, Sarah Tinker, Madison Rose, Caroline Denton, Kaitlyn Taylor, Anna Johnson, Piper Johnson, Emily Noyes, Kacy Bennett, Mary Jackson, Scott Burton, Cory Kim, Alona Logan, David Young, Alex Conley, Emily Noyes.


Omena 2023: Chasity Akins, Andy Bernard, Sara Bliss, Alexandra Smith, Thomas McLean, Alex Cook, Alex Conley, Emily Noyes, Kacy Bennett, Mary Jackson, Scott Burton, Cory Kim, Alona Logan, David Young, Alex Conley, Emily Noyes.

Knoxville Chapter: Jessica Bourgeois, Alex Conley, Emily Noyes, Kacy Bennett, Mary Jackson, Scott Burton, Cory Kim, Alona Logan, David Young, Alex Conley, Emily Noyes.

Knoxville Executive Committee (Front Row, from left) Kacy Bennett, Mary Jackson, Scott Burton, Cory Kim, Alona Logan, David Young, Alex Card, Alex Conley, Emily Noyes. (Middle Row, from left) Jeanna Moore, Lacy Harrell, Zach Rooks, Jocelyn Edmonds, Alex Card, Alona Logan, David Young, Alex Card, Alex Conley, Emily Noyes. (Back Row, from left) Jessica Bourgeois, Rachel Rodgers, Alana Johnson, Kacy Bennett, Mary Jackson, Scott Burton, Cory Kim, Alona Logan, David Young, Alex Card, Alex Conley, Emily Noyes.
Growing into the future...

Looking east down Madison Avenue,
blowing Yoshino Cherry
Trees frame the GEB.
College of Social Work

Faculty and Staff

Dr. Theora A. Evans
Associate Dean

Mr. Scott Burcham

Dr. Muammer Cetingok

Dr. David Dia

Dr. Marcia Egan

Dr. Susan Neely-Barnes

Dr. Catherine Simmons

Dr. Michael Sullivan

Student Government Association

Ashley Mitchem
President

Lauren Anderson
Vice-President

Dawn Herring
Faculty Representative

Laqwanda Roberts-Buckley
NASW Representative

Anna Raines
MCP Representative

Makedra Ivy
Minority Representative

Lauren McCann
Extended Study Representative

Jessica Credeur
First Year Representative

Staff: Ms. Gertha Alexander, Ms. Ann Smithand (not pictured) Ms. Tammi Redmond.
Social Workers

Getting the Job Done!
At Work and Play

Welcome Home!

The Social Work Way

Moving On...
Growing into the future...